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A. Executive Summary 
 

 

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) is an international agenda since 

Decade of ESD was launched in 2005, Teachers and Teacher Educators are the main target as 

key agents who influence on quality of education and move social transformation towards 

sustainable development. For years, Teacher Education Institutions worldwide hold 

significant responsibilities to prepare initial teachers and develop quality of in-service teacher 

through new paradigm on ESD. Among regional and national movement on ESD, Faculty of 

Education, Chulalongkorn University is one of the lead Teacher Education Institutions 

implementing the ESD work since 2007. With the mechanism called ESD Center, It has 

contributed academic support to policy maker and connect national and regional network 

together through projects. At the same time, ESD course and ESD integrated courses have 

been developed for undergraduate and graduate students by the faculty. By those experiences. 

ESD Center are assigned by TEIs network to take a lead for a project on Strengthening ESD 

Practices in Techer Education Institutes in Thailand. It aims (1) to develop capacities of 

Lead Teacher Educators and Teacher Education Institutes (TEIs) through a set of training 

workshops integrating ESD concepts and approaches and (2) to provide a platform of sharing 

ESD practices and related ESD practices in Thailand’s Teacher Education Institutes to help 

develop institutional plan on developing curriculum and pedagogical practices which 

integrated ESD concepts in different contexts. With a support by university’s partner, 

KhonKaen University, the project provided a platform of sharing and learning among TEIs 

through National workshop that 21 Participants from 5 universities involved and 3 months 

follow-up activities. New courses on ESD and ESD-integrated units have been developed in 5 

universities while as co-curricula and extra-curricula activities also were created. Moreover, 

long plans on Capacity building programs and research projects on ESD have been prepared 

by collaboration of Thailand ESD-TEIs network. 

 



 

B. Introduction 
 

Teachers and Teacher Educators are significant agents who create change in learner 

and mobilise social transformation towards sustainable development. but first they must 

acquire the necessary knowledge, skills, attitudes and values to support the transition to a 

sustainable society. Teacher education institutions, teacher educators and teachers have a 

wide-ranging influence on policy and practice in education and development. They hold 

significant responsibilities to deliver quality education at all levels. Education for Sustainable 

Development (ESD) in teacher education should help reorient the concepts and Pedagogical 

Content Knowledge (PCK) to build capacities for teacher both pre-service and in-service, re-

shape the priorities of the programmers and re-activate a community of ESD-TEIs 

practitioners to respond to national and global challenges towards Sustainable Development. 

Faculty of Education, Chulalongkorn University is one of the lead Teacher Education 

Institutions implementing the ESD work since 2007. For years, ESD Center has contributed 

to national and regional network for ESD while ESD course and ESD integrated courses have 

been developed for undergraduate and graduate students by the faculty. Moreover, ESD 

center as a coordinated unit for Thai Civic Education Network have developed ESD-related 

In-service training programmes for Teacher and Teacher Educator since 2015. Experiences 

from ESD Center and the faculty are considered and lead an opportunity to take role as a lead 

TEIs with Faculty of Education, KhonKaen University to set a platform of sharing and 

learning on ESD to pilot TEIs network within the project.   

 

Project on Strengthening ESD Practices in Techer Education Institutes in 

Thailand aims to: 

 

1) develop capacities of Lead Teacher Educators and Teacher Education Institutes 

(TEIs) through a set of training workshops integrating ESD concepts and 

approaches;   

 

2) provide a platform of sharing ESD practices and related ESD practices in 

Thailand’s Teacher Education Institutes to help develop institutional plan on 

developing curriculum and pedagogical practices which integrated ESD concepts 

in different contexts 

 

C. Workshop Activities 
 

National Workshop was organized on Saturday 20th – Sunday 21st January 2018. 21 

Participants from 5 universities involved includes Chulalongkorn University, Khonkaen 

University, Taksin University, Srinakarindaravirot University and Pibunsongkram Rajabhat 

University. It provided two days program with five sessions of activities including 



Welcoming Address and Overview of the project Representatives of SEAMEO 

(Dr.Ethel Agnes P Valenzuela) 

                                                                              
 

Dr.Ethel Agnes P Valenzuela gave a welcoming address and overview of the project 

 

Session 1: Workshop on Concept of Sustainable Development through Straw and 

Recycling Bag Game 

 Objectives:  

This activity aims to help participants understand the concept of Sustainable 

Development, Sustainable Resource Management and Consumption pattern impacts on 

environment and human between generation and within generation. 

Steps: 

1. Participant sit in a circle of 6-10  

2. Facilitator introduces key materials, red straw at the storage and recycling bag 

contains mix of red and blue straw in different numbers.  

  

 

3. In a bag, Blue straw is a representative of ‘Product’ while Red straw is a waste 

from production and red straw at the storage as a recycling. When member 

blindly grasp straws from the bag, it requires at least one blue straw to survive. If 

you bring only red of the bag, it means you are die since you have no product just 

waste. 



  

4. Start with the first volunteer in group. After 1st volunteer grasps straw and bring 

out of the bag, count number of blue straws that grasped. Count same number of 

the red straw outside the bag equally grasped blue then put together back to the 

bag and pass a bag to one on the right side start to grasp straw again until finish 

the first round.  

 

   
5. Discuss on changing in the number of red straw at the storage and straws in the 

bag (both blue and red) as an impact of one’s consumption on other 

6. Challenge members to re-set the game by bring out straw and count all then 

divide blue and red straw. Discuss and manage the number of straw for a storage 

and straws in the bag then start game again 

7. After finished the 1st round, count number of dead people from each group 

8. Facilitator inform that time pass and we are in the 30 years where our second 

generation grow up and face the limit of recycling capacity. So, in the 2nd round, 

facilitator add double numbers of red straw of the blue straws grasped from the 

bag. 

9. Discuss on how previous generation’s consumption impacts on the present 

generation. 

10.  Before we start the 3rd round for the 3rd generation where the limit of recycling 

capacity increase then we need to add triple number of red straw from the storage 

to each of blue straw we grasp from the bag, let the group discuss on how we 

deal with this situation.  

11.  Start a game in 3rd round 

12.  Discussion on inequity of consumption from each impact to other in both inter-

generation and intra-generation 

Issues to discuss: 

1. Differences between Wants and Needs  

2. Sustainable and Unsustainable Consumption 

3. Impacts of Consumption between and within generations 

4. Equality, Equity and Social Justice 



5. Power Relationship between ‘The Rich’ and ‘The Poor’  

6. Critical Thinking and Decision Making Process 

7. Leadership and Negotiation Skills 

8. Ecological Mindset and perspectives  

 

  

Straw and Recycling Bag game 

 

Session 2: Workshop on Challenges of Sustainable Development Issues in Thailand 

and Global Community 

Objectives:  

This activity aims to help participants understand the interconnectedness among 

global environmental issues and linkage between ecological aspect and socio-cultural, 

political and economic aspects. Besides, global agenda such Sustainable Development, 

Human Security, Social Justice and Digital Transformation are proposed to debate and 

broaden participants’ perspective on global and national challenges. 

Steps: 

1. Distribute issue card and picture on environment to each participant 

Desertification Deforestation Use of Pesticide Monocrop Mining 

Use of Fossil Fuel Air Pollution Flood Loss of Biodiversity Landslide 

Climate Change Global Warming El Nino Acid Rain Overconsumption 

 

2. Each find their buddy by matching card and picture 

3. Work in pair to share their understanding on issue 

4. Make a group of 3-4 pairs then each pair share their information and concern on 

issue to a group 

5. Each group discuss linkage among issues then create a mind-map or concept mat 

to present interconnection of issues 



6. Group presentation by museum display technique 

7. Invite each participant hands on issue card and stand in a circle  

8. Discuss on how we create a webbing among issue and start with issue that 

participant considers as a root cause 

9. Use a string to link issue card from each to each while discuss on why and how 

they are linked until each card is linked together in a web 

10. Form four group of five-six participants, each group discuss on issue and trend to 

be concern on Sustainable Development at both National and Global Level in 

three aspects including environment, economic and socio-culture  

11. Presentation and open discussion 

  

Webbing the issue and group discussion 



Results: present as below table 

Aspects Global Issues and Trend on SD National Issues and Trend on SD 

Environment • Environmental Degradation 

• Decrease of Natural Resource 

• Need on Global Agenda on 

Environmental Protection 

• Global Climate Change 

• Natural Disaster 

• Lack of Law Abiding  
• Pollutions and Environmental 

Degradation  

• Increasing of Conflict on 

Environmental Issues 

• Loss of Biodiversity 

Economic • Labor Migration 

• Global Corporate dominance 

on world economic 

• Conflict and War  

 

• Unbalance between Human 

Development and 

Environmental Management  

 

 

• Unbalance between urban and 

rural development 

• Unbalance between import and 

export and its impact on 

economic dependency  

• Skilled Labor Mobility to 

abroad while Number of 

Unskilled Immigrant Labor 

increase 

• Impacts of Political Conflict 

and Unstability on Economic   

• Needs of Entrepreneurship 

Literacy in new generation  

Socio-culture • Post-Globalization  

• Cultural Assimilation and 

Global Culture 

• Need of Global Regulation and 

Consensus 

• Terrorism 

• Mobility and Migration 

• Conflict between Race and 

Religion  

• Increasing of Diversity in race, 

religion and socio-culture 

• Gap between ‘the have’ and 

‘the poor” lead to reorient 

society towards Social Justice 

• Inequality and Inequity in 

Education  

• Lack of Ownership and Need 

to recharge Role of Active 

Citizen in Social Engagement 

 

 

 

Session 3: Teacher Education and Futures of Thailand and Global Community 

Objectives:  

This activity aims to help participants discuss on how Teacher Education respond to 

Global and national challenges and how teacher education can contribute to reorient existing 

education and teacher education starting in their own classes and programs. 

Steps: 

1. Using these four key question step by step, provide 20 minutes for each  

Based on scenario we discussed in session 2 



- What are key competencies of learner who are educated through education 

system to live sustainably in those circumstance? 

- What kind of learning activities and pedagogy we should provide for 

learners to achieve key competencies we expect? 

- What kind of teachers who have competencies to help develop learner 

through learning activities with pedagogy we expect? 

- What kind of Teacher Education we should reorient to build teachers’ 

capacities? 

2. Rotate group to present  

3. Q&A session and discussion 

 

 

 

 

 

Group Discussion on key questions 

 

 

Results: Present as below table 

 

 Group 1 Group2 Group3 

Learner 

Competencies 
• Educated 

• Higher-Order 

Thinking Skills 

• Leadership 

• Work 

collaboratively 

with other 

• Self-awareness 

• Public Minded 

• Virtue-Ethics 

 

• Social Literacy in 

Socio-cultural, 

Economics and 

environment 

• Skilled in 

Adaptability, 

Problem-solving, 

Analytical and 

Critical Thinking, 

Creativity, 

Communication, ICT 

Using and Working  

• Social Concern and 

Responsibility 

 

• Intellectual Well-

being 

• Physical Well-being 

• Social Well-being 

• Spiritual Well-being 

• Skill 

• Head: Knowledge 

on Globality, 

Society, Economics, 

Environment, Media 

and Digital and 

Specific Knowledge 

in Subjects 

• Hand: Thinking 

Skills and Career 

Skills 

• Heart: Self-Esteem, 

Gain Virtue-Ethics 

• Health: Good 

Health and Smart 

Consumption 

 

 



 Group 1 Group2 Group3 

Pedagogy and 

Learning 

Activities 

• Problem-based 

Learning 

• Creativity-based 

Learning 

• Service Learning 

• Brain-based 

Learning 

• Cooperative 

learning/ 

Collaboration 

learning 

• Integrated Learning 

• Authentic Learning 

• Problem-based 

Learning 

• Inquiry-based 

Learning 

 

• Learner-focused 

Pedagogy 

• Activity-based 

Learning 

• Project-based 

Learning 

• Problem-based 

Learning 

• Active Learning 

• Authentic Learning 

 

Teachers 

Competencies 
• Gain Pedagogical 

Content 

Knowledge 

• Belief in role of 

teacher to create 

new society with 

Economic 

Prosperity, 

Environmental 

Prosperity and  

Social Justice 

• Be a Good Model 

• Inspire Learner 

• Be a Coach and 

facilitator  

• Curious to Learn 

• Hold a code of 

Conduct 

 

• Head: Pedagogy of 

Teaching, Context 

Specific Subject and 

Pedagogical Content 

Knowledge 

• Hand: Teaching 

Skills and Life Skills 

• Heart: Teacherness 

with Ethics  

• Health: Good 

Personalities 

 

Reoriented 

Teacher 

Education  

• Pre-service 

Training program 

must focus on 

classroom 

experiences in 

Observation, Micro 

teaching and 

Teaching 

Practicum to help 

teacher student 

understand real 

context to 

implement new 

ideas of education 

 

• Teacher Education 

Curriculum provide 

learning experience 

with three 

dimension of SD 

integrated 

including Economy 

Environment and 

Society  

 

• Curriculum for Pre-

service Teacher 

should integrate ESD 

and SDGs as cores 

and emphasize on 

experiences-based 

approach for 

teaching practice in 
different context  

• In-service Teacher 

training should focus 

on lesson learnt 

sharing and 

supporting teacher to 

do classroom action 

research as a part of 

professional 

development 

• Both Pre-service and 

In-service Teacher 

Education programs 

should be a 

Competency Based 

Approach which 

ESD is integrated 

across curriculum 

• Real context of 

teaching such School 

should be a key 

platform of Teacher 

development  

 



Session 4: Institution Analysis for ESD Project Preparing (including context, 

issues, opportunity and possibilities) and Session 5: Preparing and 

Presentation of the ESD integrated Institutional Action Plan 

Objectives:  

This activity aims to provide opportunity for participants to discuss on their own 

context, analyze Opportunity & Possibility, Limitation &Challenge, Partner within Faculty/ 

University and discuss on their Need of Support in term of integrate ESD to their institutes. 

The each group develop institutional plan 

Steps: 

1. Participants work in group of same institutes 

2. Facilitator provides 60 minutes for discussion then 10 minutes for each 

presentation on Institutional Analysis 

3. Facilitator provides 60 minutes for develop Institutional plan then presentation 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                     

 

Institution Analysis Discussion 

 



Result: In sum, key results are presented as below  

 

Opportunity & Possibility 

CU - There is ESD Center as a resource for ESD learning for the faculty member and it plays 

role as a co-ordinator unit with international agency such UNESCO and other ESD network  

- Channel of ESD Integration in ESD course and other ESD-integrated courses and program 

for both undergraduate and graduate students. Moreover, ESD center also takes charge as a 

co-ordinator unit for Thai Civic Education, a network which contribute to empowering 

teacher educator and in-service teacher development, ESD is one of core themes for it’s in-

service teacher development program.  

- Increasing numbers of young generation faculty and they are opened to learn 

- Linkage between policy and mechanism in faculty of Education with mechanism at  

university level and other organizations and network such Sustainability University 

KKU - There are some division and courses that appropriate to integrate ESD concepts and 

approaches 

- There is system to prepare pre-service teacher practicum which open for innovation 

integration 

TSU - There are possibilities to integrate ESD concepts and approaches to many courses in 

major subjects, teacher profession subjects and other students co-curricular activities 

SWU - At university level, SWU has policy on Social service that mention on concepts and 

indicators of sustainability in such subject learning and extra-curricular  

- At faculty level, there are ESD-integrated subject in Education Paradigm course and ESD 

has been promoted through academic service project such ‘Active Citizen’ conducted by 

faculty team for in-service teacher 

- New curriculum on Master of Education in Sustainable Development is on a process to 

develop 

PSRU - Policy at the university level such Local-service and Green University support integrating 

ESD to curriculum, project and research 

- There is a network of schools and civil societies that have potential to work together help 

integrating ESD for school improvement 

- ESD concepts has been integrated in some subjects already 

 

Noted: CU: Chulalongkorn University / KKU: Khonkaen University /TSU: Taksin University 

SWU: Srinakarindarawirot University / PSRU: Pibunsongkram Rajabhat University 

 

 



 

Limitation & Challenge 

CU - Understanding and Awareness on ESD among faculty member and professors team 

- Condense of Curriculum Framework makes ESD is not a priority to support 

- Policy Support is not continuing depend on dean and board of faculty 

- Need to clarify and develop assessment tools for ESD course 

KKU - There is no concrete policy on ESD at national level, so it is not easy to engage and 

motivate the faculty member to involve in ESD work  

TSU - Misunderstanding on ESD among professor  

- Need of Holistic Approach for Integrating and Mobilizing ESD  

SWU  - Need to clarify understanding on ESD and develop ESD actor in the faculty 

- ESD-related course is now not a compulsory 

- Main approach promoted ESD focuses on thinking process rather than activity-based 

learning   

PSRU - Awareness and understanding of faculty member on ESD is limited 

- ESD is not a mainstream in curriculum 

- Lack of collaboration among professor on ESD work 

 

Noted: CU: Chulalongkorn University / KKU: Khonkaen University /TSU: Taksin University 

SWU: Srinakarindarawirot University / PSRU: Pibunsongkram Rajabhat University 



 

Partner within Faculty/ University 

CU – Faculty’s Professor Team for Compulsory course on Foundation of Education and 

Teachership 

- Faculty’s Professor Team in related field such as Science Education, Art Education, Non-

Formal Education and Educational Administration 

- Professor Team in Chulalongkorn University who take change for Green Campus and CU 

Zero Waste 

KKU - Professor in the faculty and teacher in school network 

TSU - University Level: President, Vice President on Academic Affair and Director of ICOFIS  

- Faculty level: Dean, Associate Dean on Academic Affair, Head of Division and Lecturer 

in ESD-related courses 

SWU - Department of Curriculum and Instruction and Department of Lifelong Education 

- Professor in the Faculty of Education and other faculty such Faculty of Social Sciences 

and International Institute for Sustainability  

- Demonstration School and schools in a network 

PSRU - Dean and administration team 

- Professor who take charge for ESD-related courses 

- Local Authorities and community members 

 

Noted: CU: Chulalongkorn University / KKU: Khonkaen University /TSU: Taksin University 

SWU: Srinakarindarawirot University / PSRU: Pibunsongkram Rajabhat University 

 



 

Need of Support 

CU – Policy Support from outer such OHEC, UNESCO and SEAMEO to sensitize high level 

policy maker within the faculty and university on ESD implementation 

- Platform of Sharing for both making shared vision and goals and Pedagogical sharing 

platform 

KKU - Policy and Funds to support ESD work are needed 

TSU - Knowledge on ESD 

- Manual, Guideline and Media of learning on ESD 

- Research on ESD to move ESD work at the policy R&D 

SWU - Knowledge about Teaching ESD 

- Training program to build capacities for ESD trainer 

- Resources and Mechanism to provide academic service on ESD  

PSRU - Knowledge on ESD  

- Collaboration and networking with SEAMEO, Chula U. and university network on ESD 

 

Noted: CU: Chulalongkorn University / KKU: Khonkaen University /TSU: Taksin University 

SWU: Srinakarindarawirot University / PSRU: Pibunsongkram Rajabhat University 

 

D. Institutional Plan and Change Process 

 
Chulalongkorn University 

Activities Edu.C.U. ESD Professional Learning Community 

- Sharing among Professors who take charge for ESD course and ESD-related Courses 

- Informal meeting between division and department 

Objectives - Build a network within faculty and department 

- Build platform to develop shared visions and share lesson learnt  

- Link and integrate ESD to relevant course 

Method - PLC Meeting, Open classroom and Team teaching 

- Lunch Talk to communicate on ESD work to faculty member 

Partnership - Core Team from division and department work on ESD  

 



Khonkaen University  

Activities - Integrate ESD concepts and approach to related-courses 

- ESD capacity building program for 5th year student before practicum 

- Introducing ESD to extra curricula activities 

Objectives - Develop new unit integrated ESD in existing courses  

- Empower teacher students to integrate ESD to their own lesson 

- Build a volunteer spirit and social concern as a member of community and citizen of 

the world 

Method - Workshop for curriculum development focus on ESD integration  

- One day workshop for 5th year student 

- Camp and academic service project 

Partnership - Students and Professors in the faculty 

- Community members and school teachers  

 

Taksin University 

Activities - Integrate ESD to existing courses  

- Develop learning activities on ESD in General Education courses under ICOFIS 

- Meeting with faculty member to communicate ESD work 

Objectives - Develop ESD-integrated unit linked to core competencies in teacher education 

curriculum and general education courses 

- Communicate on ESD concepts and approaches to form a group to work on ESD 

at the faculty level 

Method - Integrate ESD to courses on Learning Management, Curriculum Development 

and Teachership 

- Formal Meeting and workshop 

Partnership - Professor in the faculty 

- Professor who take charges for general education courses 

- Dean and administration team 

 

 

 

 



Srinakarindarawirot University  

Activities - Develop a new course on ESD and integrate ESD to existing courses   

- Develop ESD SWU research Project 

Objectives - Develop course on ESD and ESD-integrated in existing curriculum  

- Develop knowledge on ESD through research  

Method - Set a group to develop a new course and integrate ESD as a unit to courses in 

undergraduate and graduate program 

- Develop a team to do research and development projects on ESD 

Partnership - Professor within and between the faculty 

- Outer partners  

 

Pibunsongkram Rajabhat University 

Activities - Develop ESD integrated courses   

- Develop a team of professor and students to move ESD work within a faculty 

Objectives - Develop ESD-integrated in existing curriculum  

- Develop platform on ESD learning and sharing   

Method - Set a dialogue platform to share experience in ESD implementation 

- Capacity Building workshop and research on ESD  

Partnership - Professors and students in the faculty 

- Dean and members of Board of Faculty  

 



E. Good Practice at Institutional Level 

 

1. Ten Years of Mobilising ESD in Faculty of Education, Chulalongkorn University 

 

Faculty of Education, Chulalongkorn University is one of the lead Teacher Education 

Institutions implementing ESD work since 2007. For decade, ESD Center, a mechanism 

created to move ESD within faculty members and with outer organizations, has contributed to 

both national and regional network for ESD work on policies and practices through research 

and training programs with the great support from many international agencies such 

UNESCO in National Workshop on ESD, UNICEF in Child-friendly Schools and, Canada 

International Development Agency (CIDA) in Child Rights based Community Planning 

Project, etc. In country, ESD center has engaged work on ESD supported by government 

including Office of Basic Education Commission, Ministry of Education in various topics-

Teacher Training projects, and Department of Environmental Quality Promotion (DEQP) on 

Eco-school Projects and Climate Change Youth Camp. Moreover, since 2015 ESD center 

also takes charge as a co-ordinate unit for Thai Civic Education (TCE), a network which 

contribute to empowering teacher educator and in-service teacher development. ESD is one 

of core themes for TCE in-service teacher development programs. 

 

  
 

Teacher Training on Global Citizenship Education, one of activity conducted by ESD Center 

 

On the other hand, in the Faculty of Education, Chulalongkorn University ESD course 

and ESD integrated courses have been developed for undergraduate students by the faculty 

members. Education and Sustainable Development Paradigm is a required course for 3rd year 

student in undergraduate program. Variety of elective courses that integrating ESD also 

provided for all major in the undergraduate including Man and Environment, Environmental 

Education, Democratic Citizenship Education, Environmental Conservation and Issue and 

Trend in Social Studies. Concepts of Sustainable Development, Human Rights and Human 

Dignity, Multicultural Society, Peace and Conflict Resolution, Human Security, Inclusive 

Society, Social Justice and Global Citizenship have been integrated as themes and learning 

topics in those courses. Active learning, Issue-based Learning, Self-directed Learning and 

Experiential Learning are key approaches to promote ESD learning through various teaching 

method such Case Study, Simulation Game, Task-based Learning, Socratic Dialogue, Role 

Playing, Discussion and Debate. 



 
Learning activities in ESD-integrated Courses in Faculty of Education, Chulalongkorn University 

 

In addition, within three months after National Workshop, ESD Center and professor 

in some ESD-integrated courses develop some co-curricular and extra-curricular including 

Big Tree Mapping, ESD one day workshop and Global Citizenship Workshop with US 

students. All activities aim to build ESD capacities for pre-service teacher before they do 

practicum and access to teaching profession. In the long run, ESD center and working group 

from Chulalongkorn University plan to improve the quality of ESD activities and scale up 

ESD work though platform of Professional Learning Community (PLC) within the faculty 

and work with ESD TEIs network to support each other in the field of ESD and communicate 

its lesson learnt to wider arena of Teacher Education and Teachers network nationally and 

regionally. 

 
Big Tree Mapping and Global Citizenship Workshop with US students 

 

2. Embedding Concepts and approaches of ESD in Faculty of Education, 

Khonkaen University (KKU) 



Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) was formally introduced to the professor 

team of Faculty of Education, Khonkaen University in National Workshop on ESD 

implementation in Teacher Education Institute in January 2018. With a strong background on 

Teacher Development through Innovation such Lesson Study and Open Approach, 6 

Professors who attended the workshop, had been supported to integrated ESD concept to 

many courses such Simulation game in course ‘Language and Culture for Teacher’, 

Environmental Camp for Secondary School Students organized and designed by students in 

course ‘Education for Environmental Development’. 

  

Environmental Camp organized and designed by teacher students 

Moreover, based on excellence background on lesson study approach for teacher 

development, working group from Faculty of Education, Khonkaen University provided 

opportunities to teacher students develop their own ESD-integrated Unit and do a micro 

teaching session on Sustainable Resource Management in course ‘Integrated Science’ 

 

KKU Team also plan many activities for the next semester for implementing ESD 

such developing new unit integrated ESD in existing courses and building a volunteer spirit 

and social concern as a member and citizen of the world. 

 



3. Possibilities and Challenges in Integrating of ESD in Faculty of Education, 

Thaksin University (TSU) 

ESD is quite new to Thaksin University. With the experiences of team members work 

with UNICEF in many projects on Child Rights and Child Protection, they considered ESD 

as a new opportunity to broaden their work on teacher development both initial program and 

in-service training program. Key channels of TSU team to integrate ESD to their teacher 

education institute are course on ‘Curriculum Development’ and ‘Learning Management’. 

Since the national workshop was set in January and course are conducted with a team of 

professors from different division, it was too late and difficult for a team to revise a unit 

within this semester (January to April). So, they first do a small meeting to share their 

learning along a workshop and sensitize a team to buy in ESD as a new concept to integrate 

to existing courses in the next academic year in August 2018. During this time, they are 

preparing a workshop and meeting with the faculty member to communicate about ESD to 

the arena. 

 

4.  Plan for moving ESD forward in Faculty of Education, Srinakarindarawirot 

University (SWU) 

For years, Faculty of Education, Srinakarindarawirot University has launched on 

course named Education Paradigm with ESD integrating. Team of professors faced a 

challenge on different understanding on ESD concepts and pedagogy. From time to time, 

team members  attempt to improve a quality of team teaching and tune a common 

understanding on ESD approaches. After the in-country workshop two representatives set a 

platform of sharing their lesson learnt to other member, presented their analysis on needs of 

both training program to build capacities for ESD trainer and Mechanism to provide 

academic service on ESD. They together are on the process to build a ESD-SWU team for a  

research Project and prepare a research proposal on ESD. At the same time, they have 

discussed on possibility to develop a new and concrete course on ESD and integrate ESD as a 

unit to existing courses in undergraduate and graduate program. 

Moreover, SWU is on the process to propose a new Master Degree Program on 

Education for Sustainable Development to the board of university.  



5. Implementation of ESD in Faculty of Education, Pibunsongkram Rajabhat 

University (PSRU) 

  Yearly, Division of Social Studies, Pibunsongkram Rajabhat University provides 

series of workshop in various topics for undergraduate students such Environmental 

Education, Community-based Learning, Child-Rights and Roles of Teacher, Democratic 

Citizenship and Social Studies for Sustainable Development, etc. The program aims to 

enhance pre-service teacher to broaden their own perspectives on Teaching Social Studies 

and it emphasizes the roles of new social studies teachers to be a leader for Sustainable 

Development at the community level when they enter to a career as school teachers.  

  In 2017 the new curriculum for Teacher Education Institute was start implemented, 

new courses were developed with ESD integrated and introduced to undergraduate students 

including ‘Social Studies for Sustainable Development’ and ‘Community-based Learning for 

Lifelong Learning’. Moreover, ESD has been integrated as a core for some existing courses 

such ‘Learning Design and Management’, ‘Local Curriculum Development’ and ‘Seminar in 

Social Studies’. In other aspect of General Education course for student in various faculty, 

Sustainable Development is integrated to be a part of course named Education for 

Democratic Citizen to raise awareness of young generation as a citizen to work 

collaboratively building society towards Sustainable Development. And for In-service teacher 

development, PSRU as a training unit to develop teacher’s capacities, annually provides 

training program on ‘Social Studies for Global Citizen toward Sustainable Future’. 

 

  

  

 

Students developed and implemented Environmental Education Camp 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Training Program on ESD integrated Community-based Learning  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Active Learning for ESD in ‘Learning Design and Management’,  

‘Local Curriculum Development’ and ‘Seminar in Social Studies’ 



Appendix 1 

Teacher Education for Sustainable Development 

Saturday 20th January 2018 

08.30 – 09.00   Registration 

09.00 – 09.30   Welcome Address by Representatives of UNESCO Bangkok  

(Ms.Ushio Miura) and SEAMEO (Dr.Ethel Agnes P Valenzuela) 

09.30 – 10.15  Self-introduction and Overview of the Project 

10.15 – 10.45  Coffee Break 

10.45 - 12.00  Session 1: Workshop on Concept of Sustainable Development 

12.00 – 13.00   Lunch 

13.00 – 14.30   Session 2: Workshop on Challenges of Sustainable Development in  

Thailand and Global Community 

14.30 – 14.45   Coffee Break 

14.45 – 16.00  Session 3: Teacher Education and Futures of Thailand and Global 

Community 

16.00 – 16.30   Q & A and Discussion 

 

Sunday 21th January 2018 

08.30 – 09.00   Daily Review 

09.00 – 10.00   Case Presentation by Team from Chulalongkorn University and  

  discussion 

10.00 – 12.00 Session 4: Institution Analysis for ESD Project Preparing (including 

context, issues, opportunity and possibilities) (Coffee Break 

included) 

12.00 – 13.00  Lunch 

13.00 – 13.45  Session 5: Preparing the ESD integrated Institutional Action Plan 

13.45 – 14.45  Presentation of Institutional Action Plan 

14.45 - 15.00   Coffee Break 

15.00 – 16.00  Network Building and Planning for Next Step 


